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ON A MEDIAN FOR ONE SPECIAL SPACE

PETRU SOLTAN, CFIIRIL PRISÃCARU

The following problem is formulated in [1]. Let R be a vector plane on the

fietd of real numbers with norm llxll = lrtl * l*l; U c iR2 is a_polygon, topolo-

gically equal with a Euclidean circle, and every side of it is parallel (see Figure) to

one axis of coordinate system of .l?2, S = {tr, x2,. .' , **} c M is a set of points

having, respectively, the positive weights p(x), p(xz), .'., p(*.)'
It is required to find amedian in M, i.e.,sueh apoint x, e M that minimizes

the function

f(*) = f t(r,)d(*,*,),
xeM

where r\(x., xr) represents a distance between points x and x, calculated following a

curve of a minimal length in space M c R" that connects the points.

This problem is solved in tll by using a complicated algorithm having,

however, the advantage of a linear complexif'
tn tnis paper thã other algorithm for the indicated problem is offered; it is

based on d-convexify theory and follows from the algorithms developed for finding

a nredian in [2]. The maiimal parallels to axes segments (by inclusion in Al)

lhtougn any ioint of local nonóonvexity [4] (see point x,n on-the Figure) of 
.a.

polygãn u uid set ,S are drawn. So a polygon M is hansformed to figure that"is

àiuií.¿ into parallelograms with their sides forming agrid inM;the last is denoted

Uy grap¡ G : (X, { where X is the set of vertices (nodes) and V is the set of

edges, The points x¡, x2, .. ,, xnt represent a subset of vertices of G' Denote the

other vertices of G bY xr,+r,xn+2,..., xn. Hence, we obtain the new set of points

X of apolygon M.

Now we assign a new positive woight to every point 'r e X' If x, e X \ S,

thenweputtox,theweight q(*,) = 1,(l = m+1,'.',n); if l :^9, 
then q(x,) =

= p(x)ì f, (i = l,, ,.,m). Thò new problem is fornrulated in the following way:

to iii¿ suotr a vertex xo 
'e 

X of graph G thatminimizes the function
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'q(') = lø(r,)d(*,r,).
xeX

to the results of [2], d(x, x,) of this new

î:: :iï#:iî iì:'*:'"s;Ï ffi i:l#%
Ls paper, which permit us to solve a new

formulated problem by the same algorifhm, since it is not necessary to know

distances d(x, x), i : 1,2, .,., n'

The eìsen'óe of this algorithm is the following'
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Fig. I

Let s be the number of horizontal

divided. Denote these strips by F, F2,

strips are inclicated by horizontal sides

Put in corresPonclence to any ver

length s according to the following

correspondence sequence Er = (el,el,..', e),"',"1), where t1 = 0' i = 7'2' "'' s )

2) topoint-x pi:l,2,..,,ftitisputasequence r' = ("i, e'r,"',"'i,"',":)'where

.,j = 0,ifanarbitrarychainofagraphGconnectingtheverticesxrandx,intersects

u pira. { an even number of times, and e', = l, otherwise' So we construct a

function a: X -+ {"t, "', 
,, .,Ei ,'..,"'} which, as itfollows from [2]' is one-to-one'

Further, construct anew sequence , = (",r2,"',ïi,"',r') of elements 0

and 1 in correspondence to the conditions:

l) r,:0, if

iq(',Xr -,;) ' f,f nt.,l,

2) r.,-- l, if

ø(",Xr-"1) . )t,nf',1,

f,qþ¡(-"'¡)=Ii,rt',¡
i=l 

o i=l

Invirtue of lzl,there exists anindex i0,1< i0 ( ¿ such that r - eto' Ifxo

is such a vertex of a graph G for which we have o("0) = t0 = r' then xs = o-t(to)

minimizes the function rp(x). Moreover the following statementholds:

TnnonEu L The vertices of graph G : (x, LI) that rninimize lhefunction <p(x)

are the vertices which give the minimal values for theflx)'

Proof, Consider the function

q,(r) = f,ø' (*,)a(*, *,),
i=1

where e is an arbitrary positive number and q'(x,) = p(x) ir x, e'S and

q'(x¡)= p(x)+e if r, e X\,S'
It is obvious that the function g(x) satisfres conditions 1)-3) if and only if

the function g"(x) also satisfies these conditions, Therefore, by virtue of [2]' the

vertices of a graph G: (X, Q, thatminimize fi¡nctions q(t) q"("), are the same'

Now we extend the f,rnction <p"(x) that is defined on the set x onto the

whole polygon M c Rz , preserving the same notation for it' Bvidentþ, it is easy

to Oo tiris operation Uy virtue of definitions for distance d(x, x) between points

x, x,andno.m llxll of the space,R2, I' the same way transform the function f(x)by

3) rj:O or rr:7

É
r=1

,if
F1 F2
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s of vertices of these trees the optimal

strips, The median of the whole

on òf horizontal striPs with the

union of vertical striPs, ON AN APPROXIMATING LINEAR POSITIVE OPERATOR

OF CHENEY-SHARMA
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recoived MaY 15, 1996 State (JniversitY of Moldova
ChiSínãu
Moldova

ItisknownthatbystartingfromtwocombinatorialidentitiesofAbel-Jensen

(1 1) (u+v'rmþ)' = 
ã(î) 

u(ut hþ)k-'lv +(m-k)þ)"'-o'

(t,z) (u+ v)(ø + v + htþ)"-' =ä(î)^"+ /tp)k-1v[v + (^ - k)p]"-'-o '

Cheneyarrdsharma[lstigatedtwolinearpolynornial
positive operators, of ,,,'tefine¿ - fbr any function

/:[0, t] -+ R - bY th 
,n

(1.3) e,Ð(';F) = i'"'ol*tÐ'(Ð

(1.4)

where

(2,,,f)(r;Þ) = Ë, n,,,u(t 
' 
P)/(*),

k=0

p,n,r(x'p) = [î)
r(x + /cP)o '[1- x'r (* - t)þ7"' 

o

(1.5) (t + inP)''

(1.fi) q,,,*(';P) = 
[

fn :r(x r tP)k'1( 1- r)[ 1-xt-(,n_ k)1ti)"''n

k (t + rirP)"
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